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i MORE THAN A GUIDED
TOUR

WITH A GUIDE YOU CAN SEE MUCH MORE

z

Goethe said about Rome

z

"..the ruins of the imperial palaces stand like rocks. It is
impossible to convey a proper idea of such things."
CLASSICAL TOURS:

Sapere Aude

Travelling has been
always the dream of
men, discovering
other countries and
towns enriche our
souls. Rome has
been the center of
culture since the
Roman Empire ans
still today one of the
most visited city of
the world.

nnn

VATICAN MUSEUM, SISTINE
CHAPEL AND BASILICA OF
ST. PETER: a guided tour to
discover the
masterpieces of one
of the best collection
of art in the world. 4
hours guided tour
with english speaking
licenced professional
private guide.

Guide
service € 230
(per group/
family)

Guide service € 230
(per group/family)
Fastpass entrance Ticket cost per
person € 26
Earpiece for guide service € 3 per
person

Michela Mancini

ANCIENT ROME archeological tour of the ancient
Rome, Colosseum and Roman
Forum. 4 hours guided tour with
english
speaking
licenced
professional
private
guide.

portable phone: +393480437363
email: michelam69@gmail.com

Fastpass entrance Ticket cost per
person € 25
Earpiece for guide service €2 per
person

Full licenced guide of Rome and
Province.
Discounts for KIDS

THE CHRISTIAN ROME
THE BASILICA OF
SAN CLEMENTE:
Whether
on
pilgrimage to Rome
or just seeing the
sights, you will find
that the Basilica of
San Clemente is not just another church in
Rome, it is unique! Its magnificent frescoes and
its twelfth-century mosaic of the Cross as the
Tree of Life will engage your mind and heart.
You can travel back in time and visit a fourthcentury basilica before exploring what was
once a pagan temple! Centuries of Christian
faith, art and history wait to be discovered! 2
hours guided tour with english speaking licenced
professional private guide.

MORE
COLLECTION

Pamphili
gallery

CORSINI
GALLERY
Palazzo
Barberini

PALAZZO
SPADA

Guide service € 176 (per group/family- Max 3
hours)
Entrance Ticket cost per person € 12
Earpiece for guide service €2 per person

THE PATRIARCAL BASILICA OF
ROME: a guided tour of the Cathedral of
Rome St. John Lateran and the Basilica of St.
Mary Major and the Basilica of St. Paul outside
the walls to discover the places of Christianity.
Guide Service € 230 (per group/family)
Van service € 221 van up to 7 people

Earpiece for guide
service €2 per
person

ST. PAUL AND
HIS MARTYRDOM,
THE ABBEY OF
THREE FOUNTAIN:
this is an itinerary of one
of the most charming
and peaceful place of
Christianity, linked to the
St. Paul and his
martyrdom.

BORGHESE
GALLERY: This is
the most interesting
collection of the
Baroque time,
belonged to Cardinal
Scipione Borghese,
nephew of Pope Paul V.
The villa itself was built
Guide Service € 176 in accordance with the
suburban
(per group/family)
architectural
Van service €
model of the
166 van up to 7
Classical
people
Age. The
collection is
THE
the result of Scipione’s
COLLECTIONS:
passion for collecting, we
will discover that the

masterpieces arrived in
the Villa in all sorts of
way, legal and illigal. We
will start from ancient
roman statue to discover
the masterpieces of the

favourite artist of
Scipione, Gian Lorenzo
Bernini commisiomed
to him by the Cardinal
himself, it is possible to
admire the perfect forms
of Paolina Borghese
sculputerd by Antonio
Canova. Last but not
least is the painting
gallery when there are
most mìnumber of
Caravaggio works in
the world. Of course we

will be able to admire
Rafael, Botticelli,
Titian and much
more.
Guide service € 246
(per group/family for 3
hours)

DISCOVERING
CARAVAGGIO:

to combine it to the
itinerary.

terrible woman Donna
Olimpia Maidalchini.

Caravaggio the most
discussed artist of the end of
the 1500 and the beginning
of the 1600. With this tour
we can discover his life,
where he lived when he was
in Rome and all the works
that are not inside the
museums but in the
Churches.

THE APPIAN WAY:

THE LITERARY
ROME:
an itinerary to
discover the Rome described
by the poets and writers of
all the world that came to
the Eternal city and wrtote
about it. We will discover
where they lived and the
places they liked the most.

Fastpass entrance
Ticket cost per person €
26 plus earpiece €2
DISCOVERING THE
THEME-BASED
ITINERARIES

TIVOLI
the story of the oldest Jewish
community of Europe. We
will visit the Museum of the
Jewish Quarte and the two
Synangogues in the area, the
Great Temple ( Tempio
Maggior) symbol of the
Jewish emancipation, then I
will leave you in the area to
taste the roman-jewish

The Appian way is the most
important road of the
Ancient Rome, built on the
312 before Christ by Appio
Claudio Cieco. The road
leading south of Italy, the
first of the counsolar roads
which will be the highways
of the Roman Empire.

THE GHOSTS OF
ROME: a walking tour of
SIGHTS OF TOSCA
the city to discover the
OPERA: this itinerary will
famous ghosts of Rome
bring you to dicover the
from the one of Beatrice
Tosca opera’ sights in Rome Cenci killed brutally by the
and if the opera is on stage
Pope to the one of the noble
there will be the possibility

OSTIA

SUBIACO

APPIAN
WAY

THE
JEWISH
Q UA R T E R - T H E
GHETTO:
with this
itinerary I will make you
discover the area where the
Jews were closed for 3
centuries and I will tell you

ROME

c u s i n e i n t h e s e v e r a l Insulas ( the apartament three years in a grotto. 6 hours
building) and the most guided tour with private van
restaurants of the area.
extraodinary building that to reach Ostia and back
Guide service € 176 for only Ostia has still intact,
3 hours tour entrance fee the public restrooms. 5
hours guided tour with
only at Synagogue Museum private van to reach Ostia
€ 20 per person
and back
THE PROVINCE OF
ROME
THE ANCIENT PORT
OF ROME - OSTIA: One
of the best preserved town
of the ancient Rome, Ostia,
the port of Rome. Where
you can see extraordinary
building almost intact, such
as the Tabernae ( the pub of
the ancient roman), the

Guide service € 300
Entrance fee €12 per
peson
Van service € 277 van
up to 7 people
Guide service € 470
ST. BENEDICT AND
THE HOLY GROTTO: one of
Van service € 443 van
the most charming convent
where St. Benedict liked for up to 7 people

THE VILLAS OF TIVOLI: Villa d’Este, masterpiece of the Italian Garden, is included in the UNESCO world

heritage list. With its impressive concentration of fountains, nymphs, grottoes, plays of water, and music, Cardinal
Ippolito II d’Este, brought back to life here the splendor of the courts of Ferrara, Rome and Fontainebleau and revived
the magnificence of Villa Adriana. Hadrian Villa The complex, comprising more than thirty buildings, covers about 250 acres.
This complex demonstrated how architecture could be effectively integrated with the landscape since large magnificent gardens were
also part of the design. 5 hours guided tour with private van to reach Ostia and back

Guide service € 300 (max 5 hours)
Entrance fee € 12 per person per Villa
Van service € 277 van up to 7 people

Ancient Rome For
Kids
This is a special tour for family that have kids and want to
show the ancient Rome but also want to make sure their kids
will enjoy history and will see something they will never
forget. It is a 4 hours tour with private english speaking
guide and private van. The tour will start with a visit of the
Roman Forum to see the main square and the sight where the body of Julius Caesar was cremated,
the Senata House, the visit will continue with the most fascinated building of all history, THE
COLOSSEUM, and we will finish inside the most interesting museum when your kids can learn more
about the gladiator fights, THE MUSEUM OF GLADIATORS.
Guide service € 250
Entrance fee €26 per person
Car service € 222 van up to 7 people

Car or Van Service

On our tour I suggest
always to use private
Car or van service for
some transportation to
and from sights. The
company we use has

VAN ONE

very nice Vans and
Cars with air condition.

VAN 3

VAN

Vans

Cars

The vans can hold up
The cars can be use for
to 8 people, 7 passenger 2 people and the guide
and the guide.

CAR ONE

CAR 3

CAR

WAY
TRANSFE
R INSIDE
THE CITY

HOURS
SERVICE

EXTRA
HOUR
SERVICE

WAY
TRANSFE
R INSIDE
THE CITY

HOURS
SERVICE

EXTRA
HOUR
SERVICE

€ 49

€ 166

€ 55

€ 31

€ 110

€ 37

